
Insurance policy 
wordings matter. 
Mozart can help.
Mozart Form Composer®

Words matter, especially in insurance policies. Use language that’s 
imprecise, inconsistent, and outdated, and you could face claims  
you thought were off your books.
But updating policy language can be an arduous and time-consuming task. Often, you need to search 
through disparate systems, analyze multiple versions, and revise hundreds or thousands of documents. 

How can you update your current policy language or develop new products with greater speed and 
consistency?

Centralize your forms and collaborate on new wordings
Finding and collaborating on forms can be a major challenge if different versions are stored in multiple 
shared drives, policy administration systems, and individual’s computers. Mozart® can help you to: 

• centralize and consolidate your proprietary forms with the ISO forms you license 
• create customized workflows, share work with colleagues, and manage internal approvals
• visualize your workflow with visibility into where work is in terms of the form development activity, 

assignment status, and more
• identify where bottlenecks may be, or allow for seamless transitions for vacations, promotions,  

or retirements
• match the language you want to update in one form and change it in multiple forms at once
 
Smart search functionality: Improve efficiency
Mozart’s smart search feature can make targeted searches for forms more efficient and effective.  
This helps you to: 

• use metadata to quickly find related insurance language across your portfolio 
• automatically apply or customize tags and fields
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Form analytics: A new way to look at policy language
Mozart uses machine learning and natural language processing to help you understand and  
implement critical changes to policy language. Using machine learning and artificial intelligence,  
you can train Mozart to identify concepts in forms that may be expressed differently across your  
forms library. You can also create preferred wordings (i.e. approved policy language or standard  
clauses) and compare differences among preferred wordings and clauses across your forms  
portfolio. Mozart form analytics can help to:

• isolate differences between ISO language and your proprietary forms 
• rationalize your forms portfolio and identify similarities and duplications 

Advisory readability scoring 
Responding to readability requirements can be a major challenge because regulations vary by  
state and can significantly affect a form’s readability score. With Mozart’s related scoring tool,  
you can: 

• customize to exclude common insurance-specific exceptions 
• see which parts of the form score the lowest 
• batch a group of forms for an overall composite readability score

Streamlining the filing process
From composition to submission, insurers seeking to expedite form filings to regulators can  
now enjoy a seamless process with the integration of FilingRamp software with Mozart.  
The integration with FilingRamp gives Mozart users an end-to-end forms solution, where  
they can easily analyze, develop and submit updated forms to regulators in a single workflow.

Learn more about how you can use Mozart Form Composer,  
an innovative cloud-based management and development  
platform, to easily research, edit and create insurance forms.
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